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EK-Torque Angled 45° -
Black (4482)

$11.49

Product Images

Short Description

EK-Torque (Adapter Fitting) - Black is a revolvable angled (45°) adapter fitting with G1/4" threads. In the form
of a cut-off cylinder, it is very sturdy and there are zero movements in the revolvable joint. This Quantum Line
adapter is made out of CNC machined brass with high-quality Satin Black finish while the seal is made by
quality rubber O-rings.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

EK-Torque (Adapter Fitting) - Black is a revolvable angled (45°) adapter fitting with G1/4" threads. In the form
of a cut-off cylinder, it is very sturdy and there are zero movements in the revolvable joint. This Quantum Line
adapter is made out of CNC machined brass with high-quality Satin Black finish while the seal is made by
quality rubber O-rings. Black EK-Torque series fittings are intentionally not painted on the inside to reduce
the level of possible pollutants in the loop.  It is an extremely secure and sturdy piece that will last for many
future builds.

The adapter allows for connection of fitting with G1/4" threads to extend tubing possibilities in your water
cooled system allowing for easier bends and better accessibility.

Specifications

Technical specifications:
- Material: made of nickel plated brass
- Threads:
   * G1/4" BSP; 4,5mm male thread length
   * G1/4" BSP, 6mm female thread length
- The outer diameter: 23mm
- Installed height: 26mm
- Sealed with high-quality NBR o-ring.

ROHS compliant!

Additional Info
Threads

G1/4
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Additional Information

Brand EK Waterblocks

SKU EK-TORQUE-45-BK

Weight 0.1500

Special Order No

Fitting Type Adapter

Fitting Size 1/4"

Fitting Angle 45 Degree

Vendor SKU/EAN 3831109814482


